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With the continuous growth of the market economy and the increase of the 
amount of transactions，the patent right pledge，a security vehicle with distinctive 
features of contemporaneity，is playing a role of increasing importance for bringing 
prosperity to the economy and capital financing. However, Property Law provides 
that registration is the establishment of elements of the right to patent right pledge. 
To ensure the smooth operation of the patent right pledge system and keep the 
harmony of the registration system itself, registration works as force element of 
receivables pledge should be abandoned, meanwhile registration as against element of 
the patent right pledge should be adapted.  
In addition to the introduction and conclusion, this article is divided into four 
parts. 
 Chapters 1 Provides a general outline for the right of patent. The subchapter 1  
expounds the concept and features of the patent right，The subchapter 2 analyzes the 
social function of the patent right. 
 Chapter 2 Mainly analyze the establish Elements and Publication Method of the 
patent right pledge. By analyzing the establish elements and publication methods of 
the general claims in comparative law, this chapter will research rationality and flaw 
of the establish elements and publication method of the patent right pledge in China. 
Analysis concludes that registration as force element of the patent right pledge is lack 
of Jurisprudence support and it will encounter difficulties in practice; adopting 
registration antagonism is a more reasonable choice; It concludes that registration as 
publication method has superiority. 
Chapter 3 Publicity Effect of the patent right pledge. To further the publicity 
effect of the registration, which works as a publication method. This chapter focuses 















Chapter 4 Improvement for the patent right pledge registration system. Based on 
the analysis in last two chapters above, and put forward suggestion for the patent right 
pledge registration system. 
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